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This report examines adaptation and mitigation within an integrated framework. Global and
regional costs of adaptation are assessed dynamically and the resulting benefits are quantified.
This is accomplished by developing a framework to incorporate adaptation as a policy variable
within three Integrated Assessment Models (IAMs); the global Dynamic Integrated model of
Climate and the Economy (DICE), the Regional Integrated model of Climate and the Economy
(RICE), and the World Induced Technical Change Hybrid (WITCH) model. The framework
developed here takes into account investments in reactive adaptation and in adaptation “stocks”,
as well as investments in building adaptive capacity. This report presents the first inter-model
comparison of results on adaptation costs using the emerging category of adaptation-IAMs.
Results show that least-cost policy response to climate change will need to involve subsantial
amounts of mitigation efforts, investments in adaptation stock, reactive adaptation measures and
adaptive capacity to limit the remaining damages.
Keywords: Integrated assessment modeling; adaptation; adaptive capacity; climate change.
1. Introduction
Adaptation has been increasingly recognized as an important complementary response
to greenhouse gas mitigation to address the risks posed by climate change. Signifi-
cantly scaled up financing for adaptation is one of the key points of the international
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negotiations on climate change. Central to this policy imperative has been the need to
get a better understanding of the costs and benefits of adaptation, particularly at the
aggregate level. Consequently there has been considerable analytical effort in recent
years in estimating the aggregate costs of adaptation (cf. UNFCCC, 2007; Stern,
2007; UNDP, 2007; Parry et al., 2009; World Bank, 2010).
While important from an agenda setting perspective, these estimates are typically
static, do not differentiate between investments in various types of adaptation or
quantify the resulting benefits, and do not consider the inter-relationships between
adaptation and mitigation. Questions such as these can profitably be addressed within
the context of integrated assessment modeling frameworks that explicit treat climate
damage, mitigation costs, as well as adaptation costs. Such Integrated Assessment
Models (IAMs) provide the type of framework required for an analysis characterizing
the feedback between economic activity and emissions, climate change damages, and
policy responses such as adaptation and mitigation.
IAMs have generally either overlooked adaptation entirely or treated it implicitly as
part of the climate damage estimates (Fankhauser et al., 1999; Fischer et al., 2007).
Hope et al. (1993) is the first paper that models adaptation within an IAM. Using the
Policy Analysis for the Greenhouse Effect (PAGE) model, the authors look at two
adaptation policy choices, namely no adaptation and aggressive adaptation, to find that
an aggressive adaptation policy is beneficial and should be implemented. Although this
analysis takes a step in considering adaptation and how it may be implemented into
IAMs, adaptation is not a choice variable but a discrete variable linked to the scenarios.
Furthermore, the effectiveness and costs of adaptation in the model are not based on
empirical data and seem rather unrealistic. Adaptation is also explicitly modeled in the
Climate Framework for Uncertainty, Negotiation and Distribution (FUND) model
of Tol (2007), which is then used to examine tradeoffs between adaptation and miti-
gation. However, the treatment of adaptation in this analysis is only limited to coastal
protection.
More recent papers have modeled adaptation as a policy choice variable covering a
comprehensive amount of climate change impacts. De Bruin et al. (2009b) developed
and tested a framework for the explicit incorporation of adaptation in the Dynamic
Integrated Climate Economy (DICE) model (Nordhaus, 1994, 2007). A regional ver-
sion was developed by de Bruin et al. (2009a, 2009c) based on the Regional Integrated
Climate Economy (RICE) model (Nordhaus and Yang, 1996; Nordhaus and Boyer,
2000). In these models, i.e., AD-DICE andAD-RICE, total adaptation costs and benefits
are estimated based on aggregated data from the literature. These models are then
calibrated to replicate the original net damage function of DICE and RICE. The optimal
level of adaptation is chosen considering the expenditures relative to avoided gross
damages. While in these works adaptation is treated as a “flow” variable, i.e., all the
costs and benefits accrued in the same time period, Bosello (2010) includes adaptation
in the FEEM-RICE model (Bosetti et al., 2006a) treating it as a “stock” variable, where
the benefits persist for decades into the future. To include a more comprehensive
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treatment of adaptation, recent works model both stock and flow forms of adaptation.
De Bruin (2011) applies this enhanced framework to the AD-RICE model whilst
Bosello et al. (2010) to the World Induced Technical Change Hybrid (WITCH) model
(Bosetti et al., 2006, 2007, 2009) where they also add cumulated knowledge for
adaptation.
These recent efforts to analyze interactions between mitigation and adaptation raise
the question of whether policy-relevant results are robust to the use of different
modeling frameworks. This paper proposes to study the interactions between flow and
stock adaptation expenditures and mitigation in a comparative manner. In particular,
the paper compares results between the AD-DICE and AD-WITCH models. The two
models have substantive differences in the treatment of mitigation and adaptation costs
and benefits. Both models include investments in stock and flow adaptation actions,
but AD-WITCH also includes an explicit treatment of adaptive capacity in addition.
This paper contributes to the literature by distinguishing between robust and idio-
syncratic results concerning adaptation and mixes between adaptation and mitigation.
Although the two models provide a different characterization of adaptation and miti-
gation, other assumptions in the model such as data, climate module, and production
function are similar. By varying only on the mitigation and adaptation assumptions we
can single out their effects on results. Furthermore, the analysis and results presented
here are exploratory. They do not represent exact policy prescriptions. The limited data
and understanding of adaptation options requires bold assumptions, which is also the
motivation behind this paper. Though the results presented are tentative, they show
important mechanisms at work regarding adaptation and mitigation. They can give us
insights into adaptation and mitigation decision making as well as indications of the
order of magnitude of adaptation and mitigation expenditure needs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 illustrates the modeling
framework for incorporating stock and flow adaptation within the AD-DICE and AD-
WITCH models. Section 3 illustrates the result. Finally, Section 4 concludes.
2. Modeling Framework
AD-DICE and AD-WITCH are built on the DICE and WITCH models respectively.
These are both dynamic Integrated Assessment Models of climate change in which in
each time period, consumption and savings/investment are endogenously chosen in
order to maximize intertemporal welfare subject to available income and affected by
the costs of climate change. The two models share many common characteristics. They
are based on a similar climate module that links greenhouse gases (GHG) emissions to
GHG concentrations, and eventually to the global mean temperature increase com-
pared to preindustrial levels. A reduced-form damage function translates the tem-
perature increase to output losses.
The two models also have substantial differences. While DICE is a global model
with a single representative consumer/producer, WITCH is divided in 12 world macro
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regions.1 Climate change damage as well as energy markets and innovation externalities
are fully accounted for. Because individual regions optimize their own welfare, taking as
given the choices made by the other regions, the decentralized solution represents a Nash
equilibrium in which economic and environmental externalities are not internalized. In
contrast, DICE provides a cooperative solution that is globally optimal because it
maximizes global social welfare.2
Compared to DICE, WITCH provides a breakdown of the energy sector into
different final uses (power generation and final use), different technologies, and
different energy carriers. It includes R&D investments, which enhance energy effi-
ciency and facilitate the introduction of innovative low carbon technologies. Whereas
in DICE CO2 emissions are linked to production, in WITCH they are directly related to
the use of fossil fuels through stoichiometric coefficients. Non-CO2 GHG are included
in the WITCH model and their abatement is described through marginal abatement
cost curves.
Given the different characterization of the energy sector and of the linkage between
economic activity and emissions, the two models also differ in the way they represent
mitigation policies for the stabilization of greenhouse gases emissions. In DICE
emission reduction is a direct choice variable, given as a fraction of emissions reduced,
with a corresponding mitigation cost function decreasing over time as technology
advances. In the WITCH model, however, CO2 emissions depend on the chosen
portfolio of different investments in energy technologies, innovation, and the final
good. This influences particularly the results on mitigation costs and on the inter-
actions between mitigation and adaptation. More precisely, while in DICE mitigation
can be immediately implemented in any period; in WITCH it will follow investment
choices.
Regarding adaptation, despite the similarities, there are several key differences
between the models. The incorporation of adaptation is based virtually on the same
data and both models include stock and flow adaptation. However, in the AD-WITCH
model adaptation can be enhanced by investing in adaptive capacity. The following
section describes in more detail the incorporation of adaptation in the two models.
2.1. Modeling adaptation in the DICE and WITCH models
Adaptation decreases the potential damage of climate change. This is the mechanism
that is added explicitly in both AD-DICE and AD-WITCH. Gross damages are defined
as the damages caused by climate change if no adjustments are made in ecological,
social and economic systems. However, if these systems were to adapt, the observed
1USA, WEURO (Western Europe), EEURO (Eastern Europe), CAJAZ (Canada, Japan, New Zealand), CHINA (China
and Taiwan), SASIA (South Asia), SSA (Sub-Saharan Africa), LACA (Latin America, Mexico, and the Caribbean),
KOSAU (Korea, South Africa, Australia), TE (Transition Economies), EASIA (South East Asia), MENA (Middle East).
2The WITCH model can also provide a cooperative solution that internalizes all economic and environmental
externalities, but in this paper we only allow for cooperation on climate change in the mitigation scenarios.
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climate damages would decrease. These “left-over” damages are referred to as residual
damages. Reducing gross damages, however, comes at a cost, which is represented by
the allocated resources to adaptation. These costs are referred to as adaptation costs. In
this setting, net damages consist of the sum of residual damages and adaptation costs.
The implicit assumption is that adaptation is indeed a policy variable. This can be
debated, due to the private nature of many adaptation options (e.g., Tol, 2005).
Although it can be argued that these adaptation decisions are private, many adaptation
options are public. Furthermore, private adaptation undertaken in a region is still a
decision taken within that region.3
The damage functions of the two IAMs examined increase exponentially with
temperature, so that the higher the temperature, the higher the gross damages. This
effect is stronger as higher levels of temperatures are reached. In the absence of
adaptation, the net damage is higher, and corresponds to the gross damage. The gross
damage can be reduced when adaptation activities are undertaken. Depending upon the
amount of resources invested and how effective adaptation is a certain protection level
will be achieved.4 With full protection, all gross damage is reduced, and there is no
residual damage. When, instead, no protection is undertaken, all of gross damages
remain. In this case, therefore, the gross and residual damages are the same. The
protection level is expressed on a 0–1 scale, with 1 implying that 100% of the gross
damages were avoided. Implicitly, it is assumed that there is decreasing marginal
damage reduction of adaptation costs. That is to say that the more adaptation is used
the less effective additional adaptation will be, this is assumed as more efficient
measures of adaptation will be applied first while less effective measures will be
applied only later.
In the modeling framework implemented in AD-DICE and AD-WITCH the most
effective adaptation measures will include a combination of reactive and proactive
adaptation actions. From a modeling perspective, it is important to distinguish between
adaptation investments where both costs and benefits accrue in the same time period
and those where initial investments offer benefits that extend beyond the time period
when the costs were incurred (Lecocq and Shalizi, 2007). In modeling jargon, the
former can be termed flow adaptation and the latter stock adaptation. Flow adaptation
generally falls within the category of reactive actions such as changes in agricultural
practices, energy expenditures for space heating and cooling, and treatment of climate
related diseases. Stock adaptation, meanwhile, is characterized by a build-up of
investments in capital goods aimed at reducing the gross damage from climate change.
Investments in coastal protection infrastructure such as sea walls, water storage and
3For an overview of limitations to adaptations and how these can be incorporated in IAMs, see de Bruin and Dellink
(2011).
4The term “protection level” is a holdover from research in coastal zones, where the benefits of adaptation measures
such as sea walls were quantified in terms of the level of protection they offered. In this paper (and in other literature),
the term protection level is used in a much broader sense to indicate the ratio of gross damages that are avoided as a
result of the adaptation measure.
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irrigation facilities, disaster early warning systems, are all examples of stock adaptation
that require upfront investments that then offer a stream of benefits well into the future.
Stock and flow adaptations are closely intertwined and any sector is likely to have a
combination of both measures. Flow and stock adaptations can also substitute each
other to a certain degree, but are certainly not perfect substitutes. To illustrate this,
consider the example of agriculture. Flow options are very important in this sector,
where adjustments in crops and crop planting times and increased irrigation can
decrease the losses due to climate change. Stock option can increase the effectiveness
of reactive adaptation through the building of irrigation systems. Both flow and stock
options will decrease damages, but for the most effective solution both are needed. In
the current framework, stock and flow adaptation are assumed to be imperfect sub-
stitutes for each other. This is modeled combining them with a Constant Elasticity of
Substitution (CES) function.
Besides stock and flow, another relevant distinction is between investments in
adaptation actions (i.e., stock and flow adaptation) that directly help reduce the
adverse consequences of climate change impacts (or help capitalize on beneficial
opportunities) from investments in adaptive capacity. The IPCC Fourth Assessment
Report defines adaptive capacity as “the ability of a system to adjust to climate change
(including climate variability and extremes) to moderate potential damage, to take
advantage of opportunities, or to cope with the consequences” (IPCC, 2007). Adaptive
capacity is vital for effective adaptation responses, and, therefore, another component
of the adaptation “bill”.
The AD-WITCH model considers the role of adaptive capacity in enhancing
effectiveness of both stock and flow adaptation activities. This includes specific
adaptive capacity that targets adaptation to climate change (e.g., investments to offset
climate change impacts, R&D for drought resistant crops) as well as more generic
capacity (e.g., income, education, improved sanitation and public health infrastructure)
that is more broadly linked to development but will nevertheless contribute to
enhancing the efficacy of downstream adaptation actions. Generic adaptive capacity
captures components not necessarily related to adaptation itself but to the economic
development of a region. The level of development influences the possibilities to adapt,
with richer regions having more possibilities and pre-existing human capital and
knowledge to engage in adaptation activities. Indicators of capacity specific to a
particular impact may relate to specific infrastructure, knowledge, and technology.
In the framework developed for AD-WITCH, agents choose between investing in
adaptation actions and building adaptive capacity. Within adaptation actions, mean-
while, it is possible to choose between stock and flow adaptation, like in the AD-DICE
model. These are considered to be substitutes, although substitutability is slightly less
than in the AD-DICE model (see Appendix A). Adaptive capacity is then composed of
generic and specific adaptive capacity. Generic and specific capacity are considered to
be complements, reflecting the idea that any specific intervention (e.g., effective
introduction of new crop varieties, effective implementation of early warning systems)
180 S. Agrawala et al.
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requires some minimum conditions in terms of training, institutions, overall devel-
opment, and political stability. As a consequence, both generic and specific adaptive
capacities work together to improve the effectiveness of adaptation actions.5
Figure 1 illustrates the different adaptation activities that can be undertaken in the
AD-WITCH model, as well as the subset of activities that can be chosen in the AD-
DICE model. The figure illustrates the different types of activities, namely adaptation
strategies and adaptive capacity. The former is in turn divided between stock and flow
adaptation, while the latter between specific and generic adaptive capacity.
In each time period, the optimal level of flow adaptation and of investments in stock
adaptation (and specific adaptive capacity) will be chosen. The choice of these vari-
ables determines the protection level, the residual damage, and the level of adaptation
stock (and adaptive capacity).
There are a number of differences in the way adaptation has been incorporated into
the models considered. AD-DICE assumes that both adaptation costs and benefits are
given as a fraction of GDP. The costs are a direct function of GDP and adaptation
reduced damages are also given as a fraction of GDP. In AD-WITCH, however,
adaptation benefits are assumed to be a function of GDP and adaptation costs are in
absolute dollar terms. Arguments can be given to support both these assumptions. AD-
WITCH assumes that the same dollar investment in adaptation will decrease the same
fraction of GDP over time. This is based on the argument that as GDP rises, more can
be protected with the same adaptation measure. For example, the same dyke can
protect an increasingly valuable settlement behind it. AD-DICE assumes that the costs
of adaptation measures will also increase as GDP increases over time. First, it can be
argued that the costs of building and implementing adaptation measures will increase
as GDP increases. Second, as GDP increases over time so will the temperature, making
5This modeling choice follows the approach used in the WITCH model to describe endogenous technical change, based
on Popp (2004).
Figure 1. Types of adaptation included in the AD-DICE and AD-WITCH models.
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adaptation more costly. The two mechanisms behind these assumptions are valid and
the final effect is debatable. This is why it is interesting to investigate how these
assumptions will affect the results obtained.
The models also differ in the assumptions on the levels of substitutability between
the different types of adaptation expenditure. In particular, AD-WITCH assumes lower
possibilities to substitute. The exact effects of this assumption are hard to discuss as
AD-WITCH has a more complex framework including nested substitution functions.
Finally, there are differences in the parameters expressing the relationship between
gross damage and temperature changes. A more technical description of the framework
used to incorporate adaptation in the DICE and WITCH models is provided in
Appendix A.
2.2. Calibration of the models
The DICE and WITCH models rely on the underlying climate damage function
developed by Nordhaus and Boyer (2000). The DICE2007 model, which is used here
to develop AD-DICE, has updated global damage estimates that are significantly
higher than those reported in Nordhaus and Boyer (2000). AD-WITCH also considers
new information coming from more recent literature on the different types of damages
to calibrate the model for the different regions.
The net damages of Nordhaus and Boyer (2000) consist of residual damages, stock
adaptation costs, and flow adaptation costs. These components have been explicitly
separated using the relevant literature or expert judgment on the levels of the relevant
adaptation costs and benefits in each category. A key input to this is the assessment of
adaptation costs and benefits previously conducted by Agrawala and Fankhauser
(2008). Besides estimating these variables it is also necessary to estimate the levels of
gross damages. This is done by estimating the effectiveness of the different forms of
adaptation. That is how much of the gross damages can be reduced through adaptation
in each sector. This allows for a better understanding of the damage in absence of
adaptation and the benefits of adaptation. The AD-DICE and AD-WITCH models have
been calibrated to replicate these estimates. There are differences in data sources and
assumptions between the two models (see Appendix B). In AD-DICE expenditure for
each damage category is also split in flow and stock adaptation. In AD-WITCH instead
only the prevalent expenditure type is considered, so that some categories belong to
flow adaptation, other to stock or adaptive capacity.
The damage categories used in AD-DICE and AD-WITCH are the same as
in Nordhaus and Boyer (2000): Agriculture, Other Vulnerable Markets, Coastal,
Health, Non Market Time Use, Catastrophic Events, and Settlements. Nevertheless,
the sectoral aggregation is not made explicit in the study. It should be kept in mind
that applying aggregated damage functions requires many assumptions. In particular,
the total amount of adaptation efforts (especially investments) is assumed to be
optimally allocated between the sectors; and within the sectors in turn the resources
are optimally allocated between the different adaptation projects. The relative
182 S. Agrawala et al.
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importance of each category in total damages is derived from the RICE99 model.
Although the total level of damages for both models is based on the DICE2007 model,
which has considerably higher damages than the RICE99 model (60% increase), the
damage categorization of the RICE model gives a good starting point to estimate the
effects of adaptation. The costs and benefits of adaptation in each category are
assessed based on available literature.
In the Agriculture category estimates are based on studies done on crop yield
variation under different temperatures and precipitation. To assess adaptation in this
sector, estimates of adaptation costs and benefits developed by Tan and Shibasaki
(2003) are used. This type of adaptation action in agriculture can be classified as a flow
activity. There are also investments in stock adaptation activities that can be done in
agriculture, related to water supply and irrigation systems. These are also included in
the agriculture category in the AD-DICE model, but not in the AD-WITCH model
where they are instead classified under water protection activities in the Other Vul-
nerable Markets category.
In the Coastal category, options for sea level rise consist of either building sea walls
to protect against sea level rise (incurring costs) or accepting the land loss (incurring
residual damages). To estimate adaptation in this sector AD-DICE uses results from the
FUND model (Tol, 2007). This provides estimates of the optimal protection level and
costs and benefits of adaptation for more than 200 countries. The AD-WITCH model
bases its estimates on the DIVA model. In AD-WITCH expenditure to limit coastal
damages is modeled as stock adaptation, as it requires high investments for the con-
struction of big infrastructures. This type of adaptation expenditure has a very high
efficiency. In AD-DICE flow, adaptation is also considered, generally in the form of
migration but is relatively small compared to the optimal expenditure on seawalls.
In the Health category adaptation is estimated using results from Murray and
Lopez (1996) on general improvements in health care for AD-DICE and on Tol and
Dowlatabadi (2001), who assesses the costs of the illnesses for different temperature
scenarios, for AD-WITCH. Both models also use data from the WHO malaria report
(WHO, 2008), which estimates the use of mosquito nets. As this is mostly a reactive
type of adaptation, in AD-WITCH it is modeled as a flow variable. In AD-DICE,
meanwhile, both stock and flow are considered, as in developing regions extra
investments in healthcare infrastructure can decrease the occurrence of diseases and
improve their treatment.
For the Settlements category, including both human settlements and ecosystems,
both AD-DICE and AD-WITCH start from the work of Nordhaus and Boyer (2000),
but attempt to separate settlements from ecosystems. In this formulation, settlements
are assumed to have a higher adaptation potential than ecosystems, but they can adapt
only at very high costs. The level of adaptation is low in developing regions, but higher
in developed ones. In the AD-WITCH, this damage category is modeled as stock
adaptation, as settlements adaptation requires the creation of new infrastructures. In
AD-DICE, both forms are included, but stock adaptation plays a more significant role.
Plan or React? Analysis of Adaptation Costs and Benefits Using Integrated Assessment Models 183
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The Other Vulnerable Markets (OVM) category refers to the effect of climate
change on other markets, namely energy and water. More energy will be needed in
some regions for air conditioning whereas colder regions will need less energy for
heating. Estimates for energy demand are based on recent literature (Fankhauser,
1995; Mendelsohn, 2000; Rosenthal et al., 1995; De Cian et al., 2007). Water use is
also expected to increase, for example, due to increased irrigation needs. Estimates for
water use are based on the work by Kirshen (2007), who proposes an estimate of the
investment needed to meet projected water demand in 2030 consistent with IPCC B1
and A1 scenarios in eight world regions. In the AD-WITCH model, the expenditure in
space heating and cooling relative to the changes in energy demand is modeled as a
flow variable, as changes in the use of heating and cooling devices will be reactive to
the actual temperature. Water protection and use activities instead are modeled as a
stock variable, as infrastructures are needed for consistently, changing water use. In
AD-DICE, both flow and stock adaptation play a role. In certain situation investments
in energy supply will be needed to insure energy supply as demand increases. How-
ever, most adaptation will be in the flow form as energy use will be increased applying
existing energy infrastructure. It is assumed that in developing regions the adaptation
costs will be higher especially in the case of stock adaptation.
Non Market Time Use is a more abstract category and refers to the change in
leisure activities. Most regions have benefits in this category. Estimates for this sector
rely on expert judgment to estimate the adaptation variables. Most of the impacts in
this category will be adaptation costs as people will adapt their leisure activities to fit
the new climate. Most of the expenditure will be done reactively, so that in AD-
WITCH this is modeled as flow adaptation. AD-DICE also includes a relatively small
proportion of stock adaptation, as in some cases, infrastructure investments will be
needed to sustain leisure activities.
The Catastrophic Events category refers to the Willingness To Pay (WTP) to avoid
catastrophic events.6 These can be prevented through knowledge of the forthcoming
disaster (early warning systems, scientific research, etc.). The main data source for this
damage category is the study by Adams et al. (2000), which finds that early warning
systems can be very effective for extreme events. However, this study is specifically
focused on early warning systems in Mexico and in the agricultural sector. Thus, the
efficiency of adaptation expenditure in this category is limited to a low level. In AD-
WITCH expenditure to limit the damages from extreme events is modeled as specific
adaptive capacity. In AD-DICE adaptation is included in both the flow form, such as
disaster relief, and in the stock form, such as early warning systems.
The Adaptive Capacity category included in the AD-WITCH model consists of two
components, which have been calibrated as follows. Generic capacity is assumed to
6Note that although these are deterministic models and do not include an explicit treatment of probability, the estimates
relative to the extreme event damage category take into account the uncertainty in the actual manifestation of these
events.
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evolve exogenously with the growth rate of total factor productivity. The initial value is
an indicator of local capacity based on human capital and knowledge stock. Specific
capacity includes all forms of expenditure, investments, and institutions that could
increase the adaptive capacity of a system and thus make adaptation activities more
effective in reducing climate change damages. There are serious data constraint pro-
blems in the calibration of this variable, which was calibrated to be an arbitrarily low
share of total world expenditure on education and total R&D. The share was set to 1%,
corresponding to USD 164 billion in 2060. This global amount has then been dis-
tributed to the different regions according to the normalized share of education
expenditure over GDP.
The differences in assumptions between the models, what data they use for cali-
bration, and how they distinguish between stock and flow adaptation in various
damage categories are all very relevant for the results. AD-DICE often includes stock
adaptation where AD-WITCH does not. AD-WITCH, however includes adaptive
capacity, which can be viewed as another form of stock adaptation. Detailed data on
the costs, effectiveness of adaptation expenditure, and aggregation of damages are
provided in Appendix B. The models have been calibrated on similar baselines, as
illustrated in Appendix C. The baselines of the AD-DICE and AD-WITCH models fall
within the commonly used Special Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES)7 range and
are close to the B scenarios.
3. Results and Models Comparison
This section will present results on the relative contribution of stock and flow adap-
tation and adaptive capacity, on climate change costs and on the interaction between
mitigation and adaptation. In order to guarantee that overall policy messages are clear
and robust, all results will be illustrated comparing AD-DICE with AD-WITCH.
3.1. Composition of climate change costs
Adaptation can significantly reduce the damages resulting from climate change, but it
comes at a cost. Cost-benefit considerations determine the optimal adaptation effort.
Figure 2 focuses on the case in which the mitigation effort is null and shows the results
from optimal adaptation in the AD-DICE and AD-WITCH models. It is important to
clarify the meaning of this scenario in the two models. In AD-WITCH, it mimics a
world in which there are no international agreements on emission reduction and the
7Climate models are usually run against scenarios that reflect different levels of human activity. The various SRES
scenarios are based on different assumptions on future pollution, land use, and other driving forces. The A2 scenario
reflects a divided world in which nations are self-reliant, economically oriented, and not environment-focused. The B1
scenario reflects instead a more integrated and ecologically friendly world in which there is resource-saving technical
change, and a slower population growth. Finally, the B2 scenario is also ecologically friendly, but with less coordination
between countries and more focus on local solutions.
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free riding incentive prevails. This leads to the well-known tragedy of commons in
which regions do not undertake any mitigation effort. In contrast, the AD-DICE model
still adopts the perspective of a global social planner, but in the hypothetical case of no
climate change damages. In this case, emission reduction is still undertaken as fossil
fuels become increasingly expensive. Adaptation is optimally implemented as a
response to global climate change damage in AD-DICE and as a response to regional
climate change damages in AD-WITCH.
In absence of adaptation the gross damages are higher than net damages, which
include the sum of residual damages and of adaptation costs. The gross damages and
net damages in AD-DICE amount respectively to 5% and 3% of world GDP in 2100,
whereas in AD-WITCH they are around 4% and 2.5% respectively. The two models
diverge after the calibration point, 2065 in AD-WITCH and 2095 in AD-DICE, when
the temperature increases above the preindustrial levels by 2.5 degrees. The AD-DICE
calibration point is later as it is calibrated in the global optimal scenario as opposed to the
Nash scenario in AD-WITCH. The damages differ to the different data sources used.
Figure 2. Composition of climate change costs under optimal adaptation and no mitigation.
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AD-DICE applies the DICE2007 estimates of net damages, whereas AD-WITCH
adjusts these damages in their calibration.
The Net Present Value (NPV)8 of costs over the current century, as illustrated in
Fig. 3, shows that overall climate change costs with no adaptation are higher (i.e., the
NPV of gross damages is higher than the NPV of the sum of residual damages and
adaptation costs). Investments will need to be made in earlier years, even though the
benefits are only reaped in later periods.
The costs of adaptation are 0.28% and 0.19% of world GDP in the AD-DICE and
AD-WITCH models respectively. The benefits from adaptation (calculated as differ-
ence in between the gross and net damages) are 0.51% and 0.38% world GDP
respectively. Therefore, the net benefits of adaptation are 0.23% of world GDP in
AD-DICE and 0.20% of world GDP in AD-WITCH. The benefit-cost ratio of adaptation
is greater than 1 for both models (1.80 in AD-DICE and 2.03 AD-WITCH).9 Thus
adaptation is cost-effective in both cases, and in particular the benefits are approximately
double the costs. As a consequence of the reduction of climate change costs, adaptation
also results in an increase in world output. Output increases by 1.4% in AD-DICE and
by 0.5% in AD-WITCH. As more damages are reduced in AD-DICE, there is also a
higher welfare gain in that model.
3.2. Composition of adaptation costs
Flow and stock adaptation, as well as specific adaptive capacity can be expected to
contribute to adaptation in different ways, as the different duration of the benefits
influences the decision to invest. Figure 4 illustrates stacked investments in stock and
flow adaptation and in specific adaptive capacity over time. The figure also shows
snapshots of the relative contribution of the different types of adaptation expenditures
for the years 2035, 2070, and 2100 to show how the mix changes over time.
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Figure 3. Composition of climate change costs under optimal adaptation and no mitigation
(NPV of climate change costs as percentage of NPV of GDP) (2010–2100 3% discounting).
8The Net Present Value (NPV) is a method for evaluating the profitability of an investment or project. The net present
value of an investment is the present discounted value of present and future cash flows.
9These benefit-cost ratios can be considered as an upper bound as they correspond to a no-mitigation scenario.
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As shown in Fig. 4, the total adaptation costs build up slowly in the first few
decades of this century but rise as climate damages increase in the latter half of the
century. In the year 2100, the total adaptation costs will range from 0.6%–0.8% of
world GDP in the AD-WITCH and AD-DICE models respectively. Early adaptation
measures are higher in AD-DICE: in AD-DICE adaptation starts immediately, even if
at low levels, whereas in the AD-WITCH model it begins to emerge only after around
2025. This is a consequence of the assumptions on the adaptation costs over time in the
models. As GDP increases, adaptation benefits also increase, while costs remain
unchanged. Due to the calibration of the AD-WITCH model, this makes adaptation in
earlier time periods very expensive compared to later periods. Furthermore, in AD-
WITCH, where the level of GDP is included in general adaptive capacity, adaptation is
implemented later, when general adaptive capacity is higher.
AD-DICE and AD-WITCH show similar patterns in terms of the overall mix of
adaptation strategies. Both stock and flow forms of adaptation are important, although
investments in stock adaptation (and specific adaptive capacity) tend to dominate for
much of this century. There is also a difference in timing between stock and flow
Figure 4. Breakdown of adaptation cost components.
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adaptation. Investments in stock adaptation start at an earlier date. This is because there
is some time delay between the investments in stock adaptation and the realization
of benefits. As such they are anticipatory investments. Further, the benefits from
stock adaptation last longer. For both these reasons, it is reasonable to invest at an
earlier date.
As illustrated by the pie charts embedded in Fig. 4, stock adaptation constitutes
almost 80% of the optimal adaptation mix for AD-DICE in the year 2035, and drops to
about 60% by the end of the century. In the case of AD-WITCH, investments in stock
adaptation are lower and they constitute approximately 45% of the optimal adaptation
mix throughout the century. The different mix is due to the broader adaptation portfolio
available in the AD-WITCH model, where investing in specific capacity is an
additional option that increases the effectiveness of both stock and flow measures. In
fact, specific adaptive capacity constitutes almost 45% of the optimal adaptation mix in
the year 2035, dropping to about 15% by the end of the century. The prevalence of
stock adaptation costs is also due to the higher cost of stock adaptation actions. This is
reflected in the parameter values of the CES functions.
These results offer important pointers for allocation of adaptation financing.
Specifically, sufficient upfront investments in adaptation infrastructure and in building
up adaptive capacity should be important components of an overall investment strategy
in addition to more reactive measures. The results also open the question on how it will
be possible to raise the necessary funding and what is the role of policy makers in
inducing the investments. This question, which has been addressed by Agrawala and
Fankhauser (2008), cannot be directly addressed in the present modeling environment
as a global or at best regional models cannot include all possible local adaptation
policies. Nevertheless, the result that both stock and flow types of adaptation will be
fundamental suggests that public investment from state budget will be needed,
especially for infrastructural projects, as well as the implementation of adaptation by
private actors, in the case of more reactive measures.
3.2.1. The role of discount rates
The level and composition of adaptation costs depends upon the choice of the discount
rate in the underlying models. Since both models are based on the optimal growth,
Ramsey framework, the discount rate directly depends on the pure rate of time pre-
ference (PRTP) and the elasticity of marginal utility. The choice of the correct PRTP
that discounts the welfare of future generations relative to the present one is an
important topic of debate in the climate change literature. Both AD-DICE and AD-
WITCH use the PRTP proposed by Nordhaus and Boyer (2000) of 3% declining over
time. Sensitivity of the results to lower discounting is checked by applying a very low
PRTP of 0.1%, as proposed by Stern (2007).
Applying a lower pure rate of time preference makes agents more far-sighted and
therefore more likely to invest in stock adaptation and in building adaptive capacity
that offer delayed benefits. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 that shows the composition of
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adaptation costs (in Net Present Value) in AD-DICE and AD-WITCH under the high
Nordhaus and Boyer (N&B) and low Stern (S) discount rates. Under the Stern discount
rate, stock adaptation constitutes almost 82% of the adaptation costs in AD-DICE, an
almost 20% increase compared to when the Nordhaus and Boyer discount rate is used.
Likewise, in the AD-WITCH model, investments in stock adaptation and adaptive
capacity under the Stern discount rate constitute almost 55% of the adaptation mix, a
10% increase compared to when the Nordhaus discount rate is used.
Lower discount rates would tend to increase adaptation expenditure as well as to
relatively redistribute more resources from reactive adaptation towards more proactive
investments in building adaptation stock and adaptive capacity. Therefore, investments
in adaptation stock and in building adaptive capacity behave more like investments in
mitigation (as opposed to flow adaptation) due to the need for upfront investment and
lagged benefits.
3.2.2. The dynamics of adaptive capacity
Using the AD-WITCH model interesting insights can be gained on the dynamics of
adaptive capacity, modeled as generic and specific. While generic adaptive capacity
does not account as a direct adaptation cost, it is interesting to compare investments in
specific adaptive capacity as opposed to adaptation actions. Figure 6 shows the opti-
mal allocation of resources between adaptation actions and specific adaptive capacity
for OECD and non-OECD countries. Investments in both adaptive capacity and
adaptation actions constitute a much higher share of GDP in non-OECD countries than
in OECD countries. This is because OECD countries overall are less vulnerable to
climate change given their higher levels of development and pre-existing levels of
0
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Figure 5. Adaptation strategy mix for different models and discount rates (NPV of climate
change costs as percentage of NPV of GDP) (2010–2100 3% discounting).
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specific adaptive capacity (such as early warning systems). Further, an optimal
adaptation mix in non-OECD countries will consist of almost equal investments in
building adaptive capacity and in actions that directly reduce climate damages in the
first half of the century. This reflects the considerable adaptation deficit as well as
greater exposure to climate change damages in these countries. These regions are more
dependent on agriculture and sensitive to health effects. However, once a sufficient
level of adaptive capacity is built up, investments in adaptation actions (as opposed to
building adaptive capacity) will dominate the strategy mix in both non-OECD and
OECD countries in the second half of the century.
3.3. Interactions between adaptation and mitigation
A key motivation for including adaptation in IAMs, as mentioned previously, is that it
creates the possibility to examine the interactions between adaptation and mitigation.
Both mitigation and adaptation help reduce the risks of climate change. Mitigation —
through the reduction in sources or the enhancement of sinks of greenhouse gases —
limits climate change and hence its consequences. Adaptation — through adjustments
in human and natural systems — reduces the net impacts from changes in climate.
IAMs can give us insights into how these two climate controls interact and substitute
each other.
To gather quantitative and qualitative insights on the interrelationship between
mitigation and adaptation, the effects of mitigation on optimal adaptation patterns are
analyzed. The mitigation policy considered here is the stabilizing of CO2-eq con-
centrations at 550 ppm (corresponding to a temperature of around 2:5C above pre-
industrial levels at the beginning of the next century).10 In order to study the effects of
Figure 6. Adaptation actions and adaptive capacity: regional optimal mix.
10The 550 ppm target is achieved assuming immediate action and international cooperation.
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such a mitigation policy and its interactions with adaptation expenditures, four
different reference scenarios are examined:
. No Control: no adaptation and no mitigation policies;
. Adaptation: scenario with optimal adaptation and no mitigation;
. Mitigation: 550 ppm stabilization without adaptation;
. Adaptation þ Mitigation: 550 ppm stabilization with optimal adaptation.
The stabilization level has been chosen purely for illustrative purposes to study the
tradeoffs between mitigation and adaptation and should not be viewed as policy pre-
scriptive. The chosen scenarios are meant to reflect a challenging mitigation target.
This allows us to verify to what extent adaptation is implemented and how it can
complement mitigation efforts. The scenario chosen corresponds roughly to the DICE
global optimal scenario (550 versus 590 ppm).
It is important to clarify the different implementation of adaptation and mitigation
policies. While the mitigation target is imposed as an exogenous constraint (e.g., cost-
effective), adaptation is always chosen on the basis of cost-benefit considerations. In
addition, AD-WITCH assumes cooperation only on mitigation while the other
externalities are not internalized. Regions are allocated emission permits which can be
exchanged in a global carbon market. Global trade equalizes marginal abatement costs,
leading to a cost-efficient solution. Given the stabilization target, investments in
different energy technologies, physical capital, and R&D are chosen to minimize the
costs of achieving this stabilization. In contrast, in the AD-DICE model emission
reduction is a choice variable directly controlled by the optimizing social planner, here
too other externalities are not internalized.
The Adaptation þ Mitigation scenario makes it possible to investigate the
potential role of adaptation in the presence of a specific mitigation policy. This
approach is consistent with the large majority of climate change policy studies, but it
adds adaptation as a new variable. Here, optimal investments in adaptation are chosen,
given the optimal mitigation portfolio to achieve the pre-specified 550 ppm stabiliz-
ation target. Adaptation does not contribute to the achievement of the stabilization
target but it contributes to reducing the net climate damages and the total climate costs.
Figure 7 illustrates the individual and joint benefits of mitigation and adaptation
policies by comparing residual damage across the four scenarios.11 The highest
residual damage occurs in the case of complete inaction (i.e., no adaptation or miti-
gation). When only adaptation or only mitigation is undertaken, the residual damages
are intermediate. Meanwhile, the lowest residual damages occur when adaptation and
mitigation are used in conjunction. This highlights the complementarity between
mitigation and adaptation that was also previously raised by the IPCC Fourth
Assessment Report (Fischer et al., 2007).
11Note that in the baseline scenario gross damage coincides with residual damage.
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Although the results are similar in terms of how mitigation and adaptation reduce
climate damages for the two models, the time portfolio of the costs is considerably
different. Figure 8 shows the climate change costs (i.e., adaptation and/or mitigation
costs plus residual damages) for the three policy scenarios (adaptation only, mitigation
only and adaptation plus mitigation). While AD-DICE shows a monotonic build-up in
costs under all scenarios, the results are markedly different for the two mitigation
scenarios in AD-WITCH where costs build up very quickly early in the present
century. This is because in order to achieve the stringent 550 ppm stabilization target, it
is necessary to invest in mitigation immediately due to the time lag in realising the
benefits of such investments. This effect is present in both models but is much stronger
in the AD-WITCH model because of the presence of a disaggregated energy sector and
innovative technologies for which it is necessary to invest early.
The dominating influence of the time profile of mitigation costs on the shape of the
total cost curve is further illustrated in Fig. 9, which unpacks the total costs for the
Figure 7. Effect of mitigation and / or adaptation on reducing damages.
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Mitigation þ Optimal Adaptation scenario into its three components: adaptation
costs, mitigation costs and residual damages. The breakdown of costs, especially for
the AD-WITCH model, allows a better understanding of the shape of the total climate
change costs curve. Mitigation costs play a large role in determining the shape of the
total climate cost curve. As is evident from this figure there is a substantial difference
between AD-DICE and AD-WITCH in the time path of mitigation costs. They increase
steadily over time in AD-DICE but are higher and skewed at the beginning for AD-
WITCH, due to the manner in which the model treats mitigation investments. Fur-
thermore, adaptation costs are higher in earlier periods in AD-DICE as adaptation in
beneficial from the start, whereas in AD-WITCH, the benefits of adaptation depend on
GDP, making adaptation in earlier periods expensive compared to its costs.
The results should not be interpreted as suggesting that mitigation costs are higher
in AD-WITCH. The difference is in the timing of the mitigation investments, which are
Figure 8. The costs of climate change for the mitigation and / or adaptation scenarios.
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influenced by the specific assumptions made regarding mitigation as well as the overall
time frame considered. The present analysis is limited to the year 2100. If a longer time
period were to be considered, mitigation costs would continue to increase in AD-DICE
until 2200 and decrease in AD-WITCH.
Finally, this joint analysis of adaptation and mitigation can be used to offer insights
on how the level and nature of investments in adaptation are affected by the presence of
a (strong) mitigation policy. Figure 10 addresses this question by comparing (in Net
Present Value terms) the level and mix of adaptation investments under the Adapta-
tion þ Mitigation (A þ M), and the Adaptation (A) only scenarios for AD-DICE
and AD-WITCH models.
As shown in Fig. 10, the presence of a strong mitigation policy considerably lowers
the optimal level of resources invested in adaptation. Mitigation and adaptation behave
as substitutes. This is logical, in part because mitigation and adaptation may compete
Figure 9. Composition of climate costs in the presence of both adaptation and mitigation.
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for resources but more importantly because stringent mitigation efforts would also
reduce climate damages and therefore lower the need for adaptation investments over
the long term. The fact that the optimal investment in adaptation declines in the
presence of mitigation also illustrates that these two policy levers can be optimally
combined to reduce climate change damages. The presence of mitigation also alters
the mix of adaptation investments. The share of investment in stock adaptation
(and adaptive capacity) is reduced more than for flow adaptation in the presence of
mitigation. This effect is particularly pronounced in the case of AD-DICE. Stock
adaptation is indeed more similar to mitigation and hence a better substitute, with the
need for upfront investments and lagged benefits.
4. Concluding Remarks
This paper addresses critical questions with regard to the costs of adaptation and
their distribution over time. This is accomplished by developing a framework to
incorporate adaptation as a policy variable within the context of two global Integrated
Assessment Models (IAMs): DICE and WITCH. These modified models, AD-DICE
and AD-WITCH, are calibrated and then used in a number of policy simulations to
examine the composition of adaptation costs, as well as the interaction between
adaptation and mitigation. The comparative nature of this assessment facilitates testing
the robustness of some of the policy relevant results.
The framework used to model adaptation not only includes treatment of reactive
adaptation actions, but also investments in adaptation stocks. Consequently, the
dynamic aspects of adaptation, as well as the interactions between adaptation and
mitigation are much better addressed in the current framework than in previous works.
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Figure 10. Effect of mitigation on the level and mix of adaptation costs (NPVof climate change
costs as percentage of NPV of GDP) (2010–2100 3% discounting).
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Besides stock and flow adaptation, the adaptation variant of the WITCH model is also
used to distinguish between investments in building adaptive capacity and those used
for adaptation actions that directly reduce the net climate damages.
This analysis demonstrates that all types of adaptation options as well as adaptive
capacity are important in offsetting some of the adverse impacts of climate change. The
timing and composition of adaptation interventions is also particularly critical.
Investments in adaptation stocks become effective with a time delay, and should ideally
be implemented early. Besides the build-up in the stock of adaptation infrastructure, it
is equally critical to build up adaptive capacity. Adaptive capacity (both generic and
specific to climate change) is currently larger in OECD countries, and this provides the
enabling environment to enhance the efficacy of adaptation actions. For non-OECD
countries, greater investment in building adaptive capacity would be an essential
prerequisite for more effective adaptation downstream. A fundamental challenge facing
international policy is how much of this development deficit (such as lack of public
health and other infrastructure) should be addressed as part of adaptation financing.
This paper also shows that both mitigation and adaptation are important in
responding to climate change and should be part of a climate policy portfolio. The
timing of the investments in adaptation and mitigation are also very important. In this
respect, the results obtained with the AD-WITCH model, which rely on a more
detailed representation of the energy sector, diverge from the AD-DICE results.
According to AD-WITCH, significant mitigation expenditure should take place in the
near term, because of the inertia in the climate system, as well as the time-lags that are
needed to put such investments and capacity in place. On the other hand, according to
AD-DICE, gradual build-up of mitigation action is optimal. For adaptation, this
implies that there would be a greater emphasis on adaptation in earlier decades in
response to the impacts of climatic changes that are already locked-in.
Finally, these models clearly illustrate that the different climate policy options are
substitutes yet both needed for the most effective solution to the climate change
problem. Any least-cost policy response to climate change will need to involve sub-
stantial amounts of mitigation efforts, investments in adaptation stock and reactive
adaptation measures to limit the remaining damages. Yet, these options compete for
limited resources, and investing heavily in one option will reduce both the budget
available for the other policy levers as well as the relative need for other policies. In
particular, when optimal levels of action in one of these policies cannot be attained,
there are possibilities to limit the excess costs by adjusting the other policies.
There are many potential drawbacks to this study, which should be kept in mind
when interpreting the results found. Firstly, though we have highlighted the difference
between the models we compare, many of their other assumptions are similar, i.e., their
damage functions, climate modules and output functions. This creates a good position
from which to compare the effects of the adaptation and mitigation assumption, but it is
important to remember that our results also depend on these common assumptions.
Secondly, these models do not include certain important issues such as uncertainty,
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irreversibilities and threshold effects. Thirdly, the data on the costs and benefits of
adaptation underlying the models is limited. These models therefore cannot be seen as
providing perfect policy prescriptions but rather understanding the mechanisms at
work concerning adaptation and mitigation. The exact costs and benefits estimated
here are only indications and not exact prescriptions of the expected adaptation costs
and benefits.
Appendix A. Incorporating Adaptation as a Policy Variable in IAMs
In this Appendix, the modeling frameworks used in this document are presented in
more detail. The incorporation of adaptation in the DICE and WITCH models follows
the approach started by de Bruin et al. (2009a,b). In these, the climate change damage
function of the DICE and RICE models was unraveled in adaptation costs and residual
damages. However, this previous work only considered reactive forms of adaptation
(flow adaptation), while the current adaptation-versions of the models (AD-DICE and
AD-WITCH) unravel the damage function in residual damages and adaptation costs,
where expenditure can be made in both stock and flow adaptation actions. In the AD-
WITCH model, a further distinction is made between adaptation actions (stock and
flow adaptation) and adaptive capacity building, which is composed of generic and
specific adaptive capacity. Generic adaptive capacity captures components not
necessarily related to adaptation itself but to the economic development of a region.
Specific adaptive capacity depends not only on forms of investment such as R&D and
early warning systems, but also on institutional capacity.
In the models gross damages (GD), that are the damages in absence of adaptation,
are exponentially linked to temperature changes (T):
GDj, t ¼ 0, jTt þ 1, jT2, jt ðA:1Þ
where the subscript j represents the region and the subscript t the time period. In AD-
DICE gross damages are given as a fraction of GDP. This is one of the most common
forms for damage costs of climate change in IAMs (Tol et al. 1998), and it shows the
level of climate change damages when no adaptation takes place. In the presence of
mitigation, the gross damages decrease.
When adaptation is undertaken, the level of damage is reduced, but not completely,
so that there is a residual damage (RD) left. In this case however, there is also an
adaptation cost to be paid (AC). The net damage (ND) is then the damage in the
presence of adaptation, and it is given by the sum of adaptation costs and residual
damage. Expenditure in adaptation can be made in flow adaptation actions (FAD),
stock adaptation (SAD), and in the AD-WITCH model also in specific adaptive
capacity (SAC).
Flow adaptation entails simultaneous costs and benefits. Stock adaptation instead is
created with investments in adaptation (IA). The build up of stock adaptation
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(investment, depreciation) is given by:
SADj, tþ1 ¼ ð1 ÞSADj, t þ IAj, t ðA:2Þ
In this equation,  is the capital depreciation rate (5% in AD-DICE and 10%
in AD-WITCH) and IA are the investments in stock adaptation. This means that
AD-WITCH puts more emphasis on stock adaptation. The build-up for specific
adaptive capacity is also based on the accumulation investments in specific adaptive
capacity (IAC), which depreciates at a 3% rate.12 However, our sensitivity analysis of
different depreciation rates confirmed the results presented in this paper. Adaptation
costs are thus given by:
AC ¼ FADþ IA in AD DICE
FADþ IAþ IAC in ADWITCH

ðA:3Þ
All variables in AD-DICE are given in percentage GDP, while they are in dollars in
AD-WITCH. This is an important difference between the two models, as the level of
GDP will influence the decision to adapt in different ways.
Residual damages are linked to gross damages and the achieved level of adaptation
(ADAPT) according to the following function:13
RDj, t ¼
GDj, t
1þ ADAPTj, t
ðA:4Þ
This functional form is chosen because it limits the fraction by which the gross
damages can be reduced to the interval of 0 to 1. When total adaptation reaches
infinity, all gross damages are reduced (the residual damages are zero) and when no
adaptation is undertaken no gross damages are reduced (residual damages equal gross
damages). This functional form also ensures decreasing marginal damage reduction of
adaptation, that is the more adaptation is used the less effective additional adaptation
will be. Thus, efficient measures of adaptation will first be applied whereas less
effective measures will be used later.
Flow adaptation and investment in stock adaptation are aggregated together to
adaptation actions (ACT) using a Constant Elasticity of Substitution (CES) function:
ACTj, t ¼ 1, jð2, jFAD j, t þ ð1 2, jÞSAD j, tÞ
3
 ðA:5Þ
In AD-DICE adaptation, strategies coincide with overall adaptation (ADAPT).
Thus, for AD-DICE adaptation coincides with the actions, so that ADAPT ¼ ACT . In
12Direct stock adaptation is comparable to building or adapting infrastructure so it is a capital-intensive activity which
is assumed to depreciate at a rate close to that of physical capital. Specific adaptive capacity instead is assumed to
depreciate at a lower rate because it has a knowledge component that is therefore closer to human capital, which
depreciates at a lower rate.
13De Bruin et al. (2009b) provide some insight into the implications of this functional form and contrast it with a
specification of RD ¼ ð1PÞ *GD and find that the differences are limited.
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AD-WITCH however, adaptation actions are part of a bigger nest in which they are
combined with adaptive capacity building. Adaptive capacity is also derived as a CES
combination of specific (SAD) and generic (GAD) adaptive capacity:
ACj, t ¼ ð’jSACj, t þ ð1 ’jÞGACj, tÞ
1
 ðA:6Þ
Finally, adaptation actions and adaptive capacity building are combined to form
total adaptation, also with a CES function:
ADAPTj, t ¼ ðjACTj, t þ ð1 jÞACj, tÞ
1
 ðA:7Þ
The chosen values for the elasticities of substitution are not the same between the
models. In absence of empirical estimates for such elasticities, the values have been
chosen to reflect substitutability between the different adaptation types. However,
because there is a low value of substitution all forms of adaptation will be necessary for
an optimal policy. AD-DICE assumes an elasticity of substitution between stock and
flow adaptation equal to 2, so that the exponential parameter  in the CES function is
0.5. This means that in the baseline, when only one adaptation option is available,
adaptation expenditures will need to almost double to achieve the same level of
adaptation as when both forms of adaptation are applied. Note that this substitutability
not only reflects the choice between stock and flow in one damage category but also
the substitution between damage categories. For example if stock adaptation is not
available, less damage will be reduced in the coastal sector and more in a sector with a
large potential to apply flow adaptation. The elasticity of substitution in AD-WITCH is
instead 1.2, with an exponential parameter  equal to 0.2. This is due to the fact that the
stock and flow adaptation actions are part of a bigger nest in the AD-WITCH model.
Specific and generic adaptive capacities are assumed to be gross complements with
an elasticity of substitution equal to 0.2. Adaptive capacity building and adapta-
tion actions are instead assumed to be gross substitutes and have an elasticity of
substitution of 1.2.
Appendix B. Comparison of the Models’ Data Sources and Assumptions
The calibration of the models aims to account for output losses due to climate change
and includes both costs of adaptation and residual damages. The models are para-
meterized to replicate the net damages. The parameterization is based on the adaptation
costs, the efficiency of adaptation (the potential of adaptation expenditure to reduce
gross damages), and total damages from adaptation.
There are different initial assumptions on the division between stock and flow
adaptation in the two models. As already underlined, the two models differ in their
assumptions on stock and flow adaptation. On one hand, AD-DICE always split the
overall expenditure in stock and flow. On the other hand, AD-WITCH mostly assigns
to each category an expenditure type, which is the prevalent one in that category.
Table B.1 summarizes the stock and flow modeling differences.
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The two models have similar assumptions on the effectiveness of adaptation in the
various sectors considered. A few differences are due to the different sources used for
the calibration. Table B.2 lists the different sources used. The main differences are in
the assumptions made relative to agriculture, due to the differences in the stock and
flow modeling of this sector.
Other differences can be found in the way the two models calibrate adaptation costs.
Whereas assumptions are similar for a number of sectors, such as settlements and non-
market time use, they are different for others, such as coastal systems, for which
Table B.1. Stock and flow adaptation.
AD-DICE AD-WITCH
Agriculture Stock & Flow (both highly relevant) Stock
Other Vulnerable Markets Stock & Flow (prevalently flow) Stock & Flow
Catastrophic Events Stock & Flow (both highly relevant) Adaptive Capacity
Coastal Systems Stock & Flow (prevalently stock) Stock
Settlements Stock & Flow (prevalently stock) Stock
Non-Market Time Use Stock & Flow (prevalently stock) Flow
Health Stock & Flow (prevalently flow) Flow
Table B.2. Effectiveness of adaptation.
Sector AD-DICE AD-WITCH
Agriculture Implementation of adaptation
measures can be very effective
in this sector.
Source: Tan and Shibasaki
(2003), Rosenzweig and
Parry (1994), Nordhaus and
Boyer (2000)
Medium levels of effectiveness for
agricultural measures. High level
of effectiveness for water
infrastructures.
Source: Tan and Shibasaki (2003),
EEA (2007), Kirshen et al. (2006)
Other Vulnerable Markets High effectiveness of air
conditioning in offsetting the
negative impacts of increasing
temperatures.
Source: Martens (1998),
Gawith et al. (1999)
High effectiveness of air conditioning
in offsetting the negative impacts
of increasing temperatures in
developed countries, medium in
developing countries.
Source: ad hoc assumptions
Catastrophic Events Low level of effectiveness due to
the actual catastrophic
consequences of extreme
events.
Source: Nordhaus and Boyer
(2000), ad hoc assumptions
No adaptation possibility for
catastrophic events is considered.
Source: Nordhaus and Boyer
(2000), ad hoc assumptions
Coastal Systems High effectiveness of coastal
infrastructures
Source: FUND model
(Tol, 2007)
High effectiveness of coastal
infrastructures.
Source: DIVA model
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different models are used, or health and catastrophic events. In these sectors,
the differences are often dependent on the fact that some measures considered in
AD-DICE are instead part of adaptive capacity in AD-WITCH. Other differences
depend again on the literature sources used as illustrated in Table B.3.
Table B.3. Adaptation costs.
Sector AD-DICE AD-WITCH
Agriculture Costs of changes in plant timing,
irrigation, fertilization and
development of new varieties.
Adaptation costs are estimated
to be low.
Source: Tan and Shibasaki (2003),
Rosenzweig and Parry (1994)
Costs of changes in plant timing,
irrigation, fertilization and
development of new varieties.
Adaptation costs are
estimated to be low for
developed countries, higher in
other countries, especially in
Middle East, Africa and
transition economies.
Source: Tan and Shibasaki
(2003), Parry et al. (2009)
Table B.2. (Continued )
Sector AD-DICE AD-WITCH
Settlements Low effectiveness for
ecosystems, medium-high for
human settlements as
migration is considered as an
option.
Source: Nordhaus and Boyer
(2000), ad hoc assumptions
No effectiveness for ecosystems, high
for human settlements as migration
is considered as an option.
Source: Nordhaus and Boyer
(2000), DIVA model
Non-Market Time Use High level of effectiveness, due
to the fact that adaptation will
depend simply on adjusting
individual’s activities.
Source: Nordhaus and Boyer
(2000), ad hoc assumptions
High level of effectiveness, due to the
fact that adaptation will depend
simply on adjusting individual’s
activities.
Source: Nordhaus and Boyer
(2000), ad hoc assumptions
Health Medium-high level of
effectiveness of adaptation: it
is high for certain measures
like disease treatment but low
for others such as air pollution.
Source: WHO (2008),
Murray and Lopez (1996)
Medium-high level of effectiveness of
adaptation: it is high for certain
measures like disease treatment but
low for others such as air pollution.
Source: WHO (2008)
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Table B.3. (Continued )
Sector AD-DICE AD-WITCH
Other Vulnerable Markets Differences in energy demand
and their costs.
Source: Cline (1992), Nordhaus
(1991), Mendelsohn and
Neumann (1999)
Differences in energy demand
and their costs.
Source: Tol (2002, 2002a),
Bigano et al. (2006), De Cian
et al. (2007). Changes in
water infrastructures
necessary to meet water
demand.
Source: Kirshen (2007)
Catastrophic Events The high costs of catastrophic events are
weighted by the probabilities of
them happening. Expenditure in
early warning systems is included.
Source: Nordhaus and Boyer (2000),
ad hoc assumptions
The high costs of catastrophic
events are weighted by the
probabilities of them
happening. Early warning
systems are not considered
here but as part of adaptive
capacity measures.
Source: Nordhaus and Boyer
(2000), ad hoc assumptions
Coastal Systems Costs estimation based on the FUND
model.
Source: Tol (2007)
Costs estimation based on the
DIVA model.
Settlements Adaptation costs are considered to be
high for both settlements and
ecosystems. For settlements this is
derived by the difficulties in adapting
existing cities (e.g., Venice).
Source: Nordhaus and Boyer (2000),
ad hoc assumptions
Adaptation costs are considered
to be high for both settlements
and ecosystems. For
settlements this is derived by
the difficulties in adapting
existing cities (e.g., Venice).
Source: Nordhaus and
Boyer (2000), ad hoc
assumptions
Non-Market Time Use Adaptation is assumed to be virtually
cost free, as it consists in adjustment
in activities.
Source: Own assumption
Adaptation is assumed to be
virtually cost free, as it
consists in adjustment in
activities.
Source: Own assumption
Health Treatment costs associated to
climate-related illnesses and costs of
health infrastructures. While the first
have low costs, the latter have higher
costs.
Source: WHO (2008), Murray and
Lopez (1996)
Treatment costs associated to
climate-related illnesses. The
costs of adaptation options are
low. Health infrastructures are
not considered here but as
part of adaptive capacity.
Source: Tol and Dowlatabadi
(2001)
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Appendix C. Models Baseline Comparison
In this section, the baselines of AD-DICE and AD-WITCH are compared with the
common Special Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES)14 storylines developed by the
IPCC. Comparisons are made along three projections: emissions, temperature change,
and output, illustrated respectively in Figs. C.1, C.2 and C.3. Projections of emissions
are made to verify that the models predict the same levels of emissions in the baseline.
Temperature change comparisons are used to verify that these emissions are translated
into temperature change in the same range in AD-DICE and AD-WITCH as they are in
SRES. Finally, projections of output are compared to verify that the economic
expectations given climate change are in the same range.
As can be seen from the figures, the AD-DICE and AD-WITCH baselines are
similar. They generally fall within the SRES range and are closest to the B scenarios.
Temperature and output estimates are particularly close to the B2 scenario.
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Figure C.1. Temperature in the models baseline scenarios compared to IPCC SRES.
14Climate models are usually run against scenarios that reflect different levels of human activity. The various SRES
scenarios are based on different assumptions on future pollution, land use, and other driving forces. The A2 scenario
reflects a divided world in which nations are self-reliant, economically oriented, and not environment-focused. The B1
scenario reflects instead a more integrated and ecologically friendly world in which there is resource-saving technical
change, and a slower population growth. Finally, the B2 scenario is also ecologically friendly, but with less coordination
between countries and more focus on local solutions.
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Figure C.3. World GDP in the models baseline scenarios compared to IPCC SRES.
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Figure C.2. Emissions in the models baseline scenarios compared to IPCC SRES.
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